A State that has chosen to be neutral either permanently or only in a particular international armed conflict [1], or in certain cases in a non-international armed conflict [2]. Neutrality does not imply ideological neutrality; it does not forbid a neutral State to show that it is well or ill-disposed towards another State, or impose on it the duty of restricting the expression of any such opinions by its own citizens or media.

Most of the written or customary rules governing the conduct towards each other of belligerents and neutrals have been in existence for a long time.

A neutral State may not openly participate in hostilities, nor (1) lend assistance to belligerents; (2) recruit troops for the belligerents or allow third parties to do so on its territory; (3) supply military equipment on any pretext whatsoever; (4) supply military intelligence. Apart from these prohibitions a neutral State retains the right to trade with all belligerent States.

A neutral State is not bound to prohibit (1) its nationals from taking service with any one of the belligerents; (2) the export by a private individual, or the transit, of military equipment; (3) the use by the belligerents of existing means of communication whether publicly or privately owned. If, however, it does impose prohibitions or restrictions of that kind, it must apply them to all belligerents.

If troops of a belligerent State enter neutral territory they must be disarmed, interned and subjected to the domestic law of the neutral State. Prisoners of war admitted to neutral territory must be left at liberty but may be placed in assigned residence.

A neutral State may on certain conditions allow wounded and sick persons and medical
personnel belonging to the belligerent forces to transit on its territory, and may accommodate them provided it respects the principle of impartiality. It must, however, take action to ensure that they do not again take part in military operations.

A national of a neutral State cannot avail himself of his neutrality if he commits hostile acts against a belligerent or if he commits acts in favour of a belligerent. If he voluntarily enlists in the ranks of the armed forces of a belligerent and is captured by the other party he must be treated as an enemy national and considered as a prisoner of war.

Nationals of a neutral State who are resident in occupied territory have the same legal status as the nationals of the occupied State.

See Distinctive emblems [3]; Protecting Powers [4];
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